
Dear Star Wars Collecting Community, 
 
This is an open letter that I (Justin Berger) regrettably must write to clear my name and that of Kim DM 
Simmons (The Man Who Shot Luke Skywalker) of disinformation spread about us by Chris Krahn of The 
Fans Strike Back and Michael French of Retroblasting. This will be a lengthy, but factual and honest, 
accounting of what transpired over the past couple of weeks. 
 
I am currently managing Kim DM Simmons’ Kickstarter campaign for his upcoming book, Kenner Star 
Wars Photography Volume II. Kim asked me to help out and given my friendship with Kim over the 
years, my experience working on Kickstarters and my love of Star Wars and vintage Kenner, I gladly took 
the job. 
 
As the campaign unfolded and we started raising money Kim was approached by Chris Krahn of The Fans 
Strike Back – a website that manufactures custom and reproduction Star Wars toys – the latter of which 
we did not discover until later. 

Chris and Kim had been talking about having Kim photograph TFSB’s custom Bantha and first 13 custom 
Star Wars figures as having the original photographer for Kenner photograph their items would have 
given them a significant amount of exposure and legitimacy. (For the sake of transparency it should be 
noted that after what has transpired Kim refuses to photograph anything for TFSB.) 
 
During the first week of the campaign Kim told me that Chris was interested in working out a deal with 
us where he would contribute to the campaign at the $3,000 level. We had set up that pledge level so 
whomever contributed at this level would get their name on the back cover of the book as an Executive 
Producer. Chris wanted us to put The Fans Strike Back on the back cover instead of his own name. 
 
In addition, Chris’ proposal included us giving him 2 extra books as his plan was to take the rewards from 
Kim’s Kickstarter and redistribute them to his own backers for a crowdfunding scheme he has going on 
at TFSB website where people basically “pre-order” which puts money towards a vintage-style Bantha 
that his team had created. 
 
We asked Chris if he would wait to announce his plans to re-distribute the rewards so as not to conflict 
with the Kickstarter campaign. Once the rewards were delivered to Chris he could of course do 
whatever he wanted with them, but we were not OK with him telling his contributors that they would 
be receiving the rewards from Kim’s Kickstarter during the campaign. He agreed and also agreed to 
promote the campaign to his followers in exchange for the 2 extra books. 
 
Chris contributed the $3,000 in his own name, but again, asked that the name we put on the back of the 
book be The Fans Strike Back. At the time Kim nor I had any idea that he was selling 
reproduction/counterfeit Star Wars items. The only knowledge I had of The Fans Strike Back was the 
custom Bantha and what Kim himself had told me about Chris and his company. 
 
We posted about the contribution on The Man Who Shot Luke Skywalker Facebook page letting Kim’s 
followers know that The Fans Strike Back had contributed to the book and would be getting their name 
on the back cover. This contribution got us to our $40,000 goal we were trying to hit so it was a big deal 



and we wanted to promote that fact. Immediately we received negative backlash from a few people 
who criticized Kim for being pro-reproduction and attacked Kim and the book for allowing The Fans 
Strike Back to be a part of the campaign. 
 
At this point I went to investigate and discovered the Smith Lord Creations section of The Fans Strike 
Back website. Had I vetted the site previously I would have found this before we moved forward, but I 
did not vet them as Kim liked Chris and from what I understood they were simply making custom Star 
Wars vintage-style figures and creatures. 
 
Once I confirmed that Chris’ website was selling counterfeit Star Wars figures, weapons, and accessories 
that were made with the “same techniques, plastic, and weight as the originals. Like right out of the 
original Kenner factory” I told Kim that they were in fact selling reproduction items which I knew he 
would not support. 
 
I was shocked to learn that TFSB use the fact that these are identical to the original vintage items as a 
selling point on their website. They even boast that their weapons “float”, are translucent, will not snap 
in half like most fakes, and their cardbacks feature the “waffle pattern” around the bubbles – previously 
a telltale sign of a genuine Mint on Card Star Wars figure. 
 
It’s also worth pointing out that the figures they counterfeit are some of the most expensive of all 
vintage Star Wars including Yak Face, Blue Snaggletooth, Pop-Up R2-D2, and Stormtrooper Luke. 

Kim and I discussed the situation and we decided the best course of action would be to ask Chris to 
remove his contribution as Kim refused to associate himself with reproduction items. This is something 
Kim has been against from the start and he wasn’t going to endorse a business that was selling 
reproduction/counterfeit Star Wars items. Once the decision had been made I emailed Chris and 
explained the situation asking him to retract his contribution. 

Chris tried to get us to reconsider, but I told him the decision was final and so Chris withdrew his 
contribution. I told Chris that we would make a statement explaining why we had the contribution 
withdrawn and that it was because his business was selling reproduction items. We did not attack Chris 
or speak negatively of him or his website, we simply explained why the contribution was withdrawn. 

We also told Chris that he was free to make a personal contribution to the campaign under his own 
name but not on behalf of his business, The Fans Strike Back. 
 
Now keep in mind that with Kickstarter you cannot stop anyone from contributing and once a 
contribution is made it cannot be retracted by anyone except the person who made it. 

Within hours of our announcement that the contribution had been removed because of the 
reproduction being sold by TFSB, Michael Havens, who is an anti-reproduction advocate, stepped in and 
contributed $3,000 of his own money to help offset the deficit to the campaign and got us back to our 
half-way goal of $40,000. 

Neither Kim nor I had any idea that he was going to do this. It was a pleasant surprise. I spoke with 
Michael Havens after the fact and told him about his name being on the back of the book to which he 
replied that he didn’t really care about that he just wanted to support Kim and the book. 



The post we had made on Kim’s The Man Who Shot Luke Skywalker FB page regarding the withdrawn 
contribution by TFSB turned into a nasty reproduction debate. There was a lot of anger and vitriol on 
both sides and Kim grew extremely frustrated and made comments about closing down the Kickstarter 
as he did not want him nor his book to be the focus of a flame war. 

I then deleted the entire post/thread as it was distracting everyone away from the Kickstarter project, 
which was the entire point of what we were doing. I made a comment that any discussions about 
reproduction from that point forward would be removed. As far as we were concerned this was over 
and done with – we had withdrawn the contribution and wanted to move on with the campaign. 

A day or two later we received a new contribution in the amount of $3,000 from Chris under his 
business’ name, The Fans Strike Back. I immediately contacted him via email and told him that unless 
they had stopped selling reproduction items that he would need to withdraw this second contribution. 
  
Chris’ emailed response to me is below: 
 
Unfortunately, we aren’t removing the pledge. Last time, I incorrectly did so. I’m am fully within 
my rights and Kickstarter policy to do so, and we will insure that is legally upheld. 
Discrimination has no place on Kickstarter. You, Havens, or anyone else may not like a person, 
but have no jurisdiction in telling them what they can and cant back or support. If the donation 
was from PornHub, anyone’s personal views on that company are irrelevant, non-binding, and 
not grounds for further judgement in any way, for example. 
 
Play around, and find out. 
 
Oh, and I thought Kim fired your sorry ass. 
 
Chris 
 
I’m not sure why Chris mentioned Kim firing me as that never happened. I’m guessing it was just a dig at 
me because he was upset, and since I was the messenger he wanted to lash out. His comments about 
Michael Havens were also unsubstantiated and he was assuming things. 
 
My response to Chris was simple and succinct and included a statement from Kickstarter’s own terms of 
use: 
 
You can refund individual pledges if you want. After your project has been funded, you can 
cancel and refund a backer’s pledge at any time. If you do, you have no further obligation to that 
specific backer, and no agreement exists between you. 
 
You can expect a full refund once the campaign is funded. 
At that time neither of us will be beholden to the other. 
 
Thanks. 
Justin 



This was the only way we would be able to ensure that TFSB would not receive any of the rewards and 
their name would not be allowed anywhere in or on the book. So we left it at that and moved on 
without bringing it to anyone’s attention as we did not want this to escalate any further as it would draw 
attention away from the campaign and become a fight about reproduction – which was the last thing we 
wanted. 
 
Within the next 24 hours Michael French posted on his personal Facebook page the following 
statement: 
 

 

First of all, Michael and I have been “friends” on Facebook for quite a while. Probably a couple of years. I 
had followed him and his YouTube channel, Retroblasting, and on many occasions defended him from 
attackers. We weren’t friends on a personal level, but he knew who I was and we talked briefly on his 
Facebook in comments. 

Now, at no time did Michael reach out to me about this issue. He didn’t try to contact me to find out 
what was going on or ask what the situation was, he just assumed facts (incorrectly) and proceeded to 
put me, Kim, and the campaign on blast and attack us for doing things that we did not do. 

I’d like to address his points one by one and refute them for the lies and disinformation that they are. 
 
 



1) At no time was the book “held hostage”. I think we had one person tell us they weren’t going to fund 
the book because of TFSB contribution and name on the back cover of the book. In no way did that 
affect the outcome of what happened. Kim’s decision was based on his own personal feelings about 
reproduction and the “anti-reproduction crowd” had no input regarding that decision. We were never 
told by a group of people that they would pull their contributions if we didn’t do what they wanted. That 
entire statement is completely false and inaccurate. 
 
2) My deleting of comments he’s referring to is my clean-up of the mess that was made by both sides 
arguing against each other about reproduction. 
 
3) The “P.R. guy” he’s referring to is me.  
 
It’s worth noting that Michael French has reviewed several of TFSB toys and has a direct connection with 
Chris Krahn and his website.  
 
In the comments that followed in that thread Michael and others proceeded to personally attack, 
berate, and insult me with zero information beyond Michael’s defamatory post. I noticed people who I 
had considered friends liking his post and even some commenting negatively about me. 
 
I spoke to Kim and let him know that I would let them focus on me so it would stay away from him and 
the book. 

I did respond to Michael’s accusations and was met with verbal attacks and insults. Michael refused to 
listen to the facts and my comments were eventually deleted from his page. He claims that he never 
deleted anything. 
 
Then another post was made by Michael on his personal Facebook page: 
 
Dear Justin Berger -- It seems you are in violation of Kickstarter pledge  
policies. All donations are anonymous, except to YOU, and pledges cannot be  
refused. Therefore, your demands that The Fans Strike Back rescind their  
donation to Themanwhoshotlukeskywalker project indicate that you either  
allowed personal biases to attempt to reject their pledge after seeing their  
announcement on their Facebook page to support the book, OR you caved to  
pressure from anti-repro groups that saw the announcement (but should have  
no say in another person's Kickstarter donation). In short - your actions  
are shady as hell. I thought you were Mr. Objectivity. I thought you had  
class. You disappoint many of us with your handling of this matter. All Star  
Wars fans should be allowed to come together on this book. You have made  
that impossible and allowed a special interest to hijack a book project that  
isn't even their own -- unless you admit to being a biased sympathizer, in  
which case you've rooked Kim Simmons and that is truly low. Who needs  
enemies when Kim has a P.R. person like you looking out for the success of  
his project? I'm not going to make any threats. I have all the screenshots  
and all of the evidence that you are gaming and violating the spirit of  



Kickstarter. I'm going to report this project formally to Kickstarter for  
investigation. And I think you know I don't talk -- I act. But in the spirit  
of community and several years of online association, I'll give you 12 hours  
to get your head right and contact me directly before I make the report to  
Kickstarter. 

 

Let me break this one down as well: 
 
1) At no time was I in violation of Kickstarter policies. Yes, contributions are anonymous, however TFSB 
had already announced their contribution to the campaign. It was not something they were trying to 
keep a secret. 
 
2) Another false aspect of his threat is my refusing pledges. Nobody can refuse a pledge on Kickstarter. 
It’s literally impossible to do that. 
We can ask someone to remove their pledge, but we cannot literally do it. 

3) Michael asserted that I either attempted to reject TFSB’s pledge after I saw them post about it on 
Facebook (which is false as I was aware of the pledge as soon as it was made, and emailed Chris about it) 
OR I “caved to pressure from anti-repro groups”. Nobody “caved” to any pressure. 
 
Besides that, the decision was not mine to make. This is Kim’s book – Kim’s Kickstarter. He’ll be the first 
to tell you that and also tell you that it was ultimately his decision to have them pull their contribution. 
As the Kickstarter manager I was the go-between (the “messenger” essentially) and did not have the 
authority that Michael claims I had. 
 
4) Michael proceeded to make public demands of me and still hadn’t reached out to me personally. At 
that point he had ignored my comments refuting his claims and refused to listen to anything I had to 
say. 
 
5) He mentions screenshots that he has – of what I’m not sure. There is nothing anywhere that reflects 
what he is talking about. Then, after stating “I’m not going to make any threats”, threatens to report our 
project to Kickstarter unless I contact him within 12 hours. 
 
The comments that followed were appalling. The friends on Michael’s Facebook page proceeded to 
attack, insult, and threaten me. One person suggested that I be “eliminated/eradicated like a pest”. 
Thomas Guerra (apparently another YouTube channel operator) proceeded to call me names, insult, 
verbally assault, bully, and threaten me. 
 
Suffice to say I didn’t contact Michael. At this point I unfriended him and reported several of his and his 
friends’ comments. Some were removed, some weren’t. 
 
After this raucous attack I realized I needed to tell my side of the story. I wasn’t going to bring this over 
into my personal FB page so I utilized a Star Wars Facebook group I’m in called Bespin Prime to post all 
of my emails to Chris and explain the situation. 



One of the admins of BP had created a thread about what had happened with Kim’s Kickstarter and the 
reproduction aspect of it and so I kept all of my posts in that thread so as not to spam the board but 
make sure SW collectors knew the truth about what had really transpired. 
 
I knew Michael would see the posts even though he wasn’t a part of the group. I had hoped he would 
read the timeline of events and finally understand the truth and end his false crusade – or at the very 
least reach out to me. 
 
Instead he just went on the defensive even harder and posted this on his FB page: 
 

 

I didn’t block him. I wanted to see what else he would post in case things turned even uglier. Meanwhile 
the Kickstarter was thriving and all of this nonsense was kept off of Kim’s page – which was ultimately 
my goal. But as things progressed, I realized that my name was being dragged through the mud, my 
reputation was being tarnished, and mutual friends in our same circles were beginning to look at me 
negatively. 
 
I was ejected from a Star Wars group that I had been a member of for a very long time as the owner had 
told me that he did not want this battle on his page and so he distanced himself from me because of 
what Michael had said and done. 
 
The plot thickens. 
 
Michael (along with Thomas Guerra) then sent Kim a personal letter and tried to convince Kim that I was 
holding the book hostage and because of my actions the Kickstarter would fail and/or the book would 
forever be tainted. 

So, keep in mind, at this point not once has Michael tried to directly contact me to get my side of the 
story – instead he messages Kim Simmons directly and throws me under the bus. 

I won’t post the entire message as it is pretty long and the first half is just Michael flattering Kim, but 
everything important is shown below. 



The “publisher” he refers to is me. Why he would choose that title is strange as in his Facebook posts I 
was the “P.R. guy”.  
 
The following are excerpts from Michael’s letter to Kim only edited for brevity – nothing in the letter has 
been altered: 
 

 



 
 



 

 



 

 
Kim had told me that Michael had sent him a letter but that he had gotten a lot wrong and so Kim wrote 
him back correcting Michael on his false assumptions. 
 
It was at this point that I shared with Kim everything Michael had been posting publicly on Facebook. I 
had tried to keep this all away from Kim as I wanted him to focus solely on the Kickstarter campaign 
without any added stress – but at this point I felt he needed to know the whole story. 
 
Needless to say, Kim and his wife Pat were not very happy about it and Kim was adamant about making 
sure that people knew the truth about what happened. 
 
Kim had already sent the following letter back to Michael before he learned of the lies and 
disinformation Michael had been spreading. 
 
The following letter from Kim to Michael has not been edited or truncated and is in its entirety: 
 



 



 



 



 
 

The conversation continued on FB messenger and is as follows (Kim’s responses are in BLUE): 

 



So at this point Kim has set the record straight, but Michael still tries to manipulate and turn Kim against 
me by claiming Michael Havens and I secretly conspire behind his back – which is completely untrue. 

Let me be clear, Michael Havens and I are not “buddies” nor were we even Facebook “friends” until he 
contributed to the campaign. At no time prior to Michael Havens’ contribution did he and I discuss 
ANYTHING – let alone this Kickstarter campaign. 
 
It was my hope that once Michael knew the truth he would reach out and apologize to me or publicly 
come forward that he was mistaken, or at the very least delete the posts that he now knew were 
ultimately untrue – but he did not. He left his posts and comments up on Facebook while simultaneously 
hoping everything would just fade away. 
 
Well, it didn’t. My comments on Bespin Prime did not go unnoticed of course and Michael had tried to 
contact me - not to apologize, but to tell me that I was wrong about him. I had mentioned that Michael 
received free items from TFSB to review them. Michael sent me images of his receipts to prove that he 
had bought all of the items he reviewed. I did not receive these messages and did not hear about this 
until Michael and I finally spoke via Facebook messenger on the 4th of July. 
 
Of course when he had tried to contact me previously it wasn’t to apologize or set things straight, it was 
simply to inform me that my comments about him were incorrect. 
 
When we did finally talk it was a 2 ½ hour conversation. We argued for a while until I eventually told 
Michael that he needed to post a public apology and/or statement retracting the things he had said and 
to delete the posts he had made. 
 
At this point I didn’t trust Michael and so I asked him to draft a statement and send it to me so I could 
read it before he posted it as I wanted to ensure that the statement actually reflected the truth. 
 
I had to explain myself to him multiple times but he refused to believe that I didn’t have some ulterior 
motive or that I wasn’t somehow in cahoots with the “anti-repro” community. Even though Kim had 
already told him the truth he refused to simply acknowledge that he had made a mistake. 
 
Just when I felt like we were making progress the conversation would circle back to the beginning again 
until it was obvious to me that he wasn’t going to apologize for what he had done – neither publicly nor 
privately. 
 
Here are some excerpts from Michael and I’s conversation on July 4th – my comments are in BLUE: 
 
 













 

 
After our conversation I went ahead and deleted all of my comments about Michael on FB, Twitter, and 
YouTube to show him that I was serious and willing to do what I said I would do. 
I told him I had deleted everything and to my knowledge he went ahead and deleted the 2 remaining 
posts about me he still had up on his FB page. 
 
It was something. I figured he had had time to think things through and decided to do the right thing. 
 
So then it was basically down to our public statements. I wrote out what I would post as my public 
retraction and sent it to him showing him by example the type of thing I wanted to see from him. I asked 
him again if he was willing to make a public statement but he did not respond. I told him the next day 
that if he chose not to post a public statement that I would be forced to make one myself – which is 
what you are reading right now. He did not respond and as of this writing has still not responded. 
 
I gave Michael every opportunity to end this amicably, but he refused and I was left with no other choice 
but to take it upon myself to clear my name, and Kim’s, of all false allegations. 
If Michael’s actions and comments gave you a negative perspective about me, Kim, or the Kickstarter I 
hope you can see by the evidence presented that what he said was completely untrue. 
 
As far as Kim and I are concerned, this matter is now resolved. 
 
Thank you for reading. 
Justin Berger / Kim DM Simmons 


